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Materials 

Worsted (medium weight) yarn: 

 Light Blue (button-down shirt) 

 Off-white (skin) 

 Dark Brown (hair & guitar) 

 Grey (t-shirt, guitar pegs) 

 Dark Grey (pants) 

 Brownish-orange (guitar) 

 White (shoes) 

 Black (shoes and guitar) 

 Grey Green (tattoo) 

Stranded Cotton Embroidery Floss: 

 Dark red (blood) 

 Grey (guitar strings) 

 White (guitar frets) 

 Black (hair tie) 

Dark brown Perle Cotton Embroidery  

Floss (hair) 

Crochet Hook, size E 

Crochet Hook, size D (used for hair) 

Crochet Hook, size F (used for hair cap) 

Yarn Needle 

Embroidery Needle 

Scissors 

Permanent Red Marker 

Bamboo Skewer (used for guitar) 

Stitches and Abbreviations 

 st stitch 

 ch chain 

 slst slip stitch 

 sc single crochet 

 dc double crochet 

 hdc half double crochet 

 flo front loop only 

 blo back loop only 

 inc increase 

 dec decrease 

Getting Started 

This is a crochet depiction of Ellie, as seen in the Last of 

Us Part II teaser trailer shown at the Playstation Experi-

ence in December 2016. It’s a moderate-to-advanced 

amigurumi pattern, as it’s fairly intricate and requires, in 

addition to crochet, some hand sewing and embroidery. In 

a few instances, some adjustments and improvisation may 

be required. 

 OW Off-white 

 G Grey 

 LB Light Blue 

 BRN Dark Brown 

 DG Dark Grey 

 OR Brownish-orange 

 WH White 

 BL Black 

 GR Grey-Green 

row # # of stitches Row stitch sequence 

   

Pattern table format 

Sequence repetition notation: 

inc 2, (sc 2, dec.) x 4 = inc 2, sc 2, dec, sc 2, dec, sc, 2 dec, sc 2, dec. 
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Neck & Torso 

start  In off-white (OW), ch 12, loop into a ring 

row 1 12 sc 12 

row 2 8 (sc 1, dec.) x 4 

row 3 14 (sc 3, sc 4 in next st.) x 2 

Attach grey (G) yarn. 

row 4 18 OW sc 4, G inc 2, OW sc 5, G inc 2, sc  

row 5 22 G sc 2, OW sc 2, G sc 2, inc 2, sc 3, OW sc 2, 

G sc 3, inc 2 

Tie off the off-white. Grey from now on. 

row 6-7 22 sc 22 

row 10 24 sc 13, inc, sc 4, inc, sc 3 

row 11 27 sc 12, inc 2, sc 2, dec, sc 2, inc 2, sc 2 

row 12 22 sc 12, dec 2, sc 2, dec, sc, dec 2, sc 2 

row 13 20 sc 8, dec, sc 9, dec, sc 

row 14 18 sc 7, dec, sc 8, dec, sc 

row 15-17 18 sc 18 

row 18 20 (sc 8, inc) x2 

row 19 22 (sc 9, inc) x2 

row 20 24 (sc 10, inc) x2 

As you stuff it firmly, shape the torso as if it were a lump 

of clay, adjusting it to be the right shape. 

row 1 2 In OW, ch 2, sc 2 in 1st chain. ch & flip work 

row 2 3 sc, inc, ch 2 & flip 

row 3 3 slst, sc 2 blo, ch & flip 

row 4 2 sc 2, ch 2 & flip 

row 5 1 sc into 2nd st. Tie off with a tail. 

Weave the tail in to round the end of the fingers, then weave it 

down through, using it to shape the hand to lightly cup to the 

left or right, depending on which hand you’re making. 

Tie in the ends and use the tails from the end of the arms to 

sew on the hands. 

Hand (make 2) 

row 1 4 In grey, magic circle w/ 4 st. and long tail. 

row 2 7 sc 1, sc 3 in next st, sc 1, sc 2 in next st. 

row 3 7 sc 7 

row 4 7 In OW, sc 7 blo 

row 5 7 sc 1 blo, sc 6 

row 6-7 7 sc 7. stuff firmly 

row 8 6 dec, sc 5 

row 9 6 sc 3 flo, sc, dc, sc 

For left arm: 

row 9 6 sc flo, sc 3, dc, sc flo. Attach GR and alter-

nate with OW at your discretion for the rest 

of the arm to make her tattoo. 

For right arm: 

row 10 6 sc 6 

row 11 5 dec, 4st 

row 12-13 5 sc 5 

row 14 4 dec, sc 3 

row 15 4 sc 4, Tie off with long tail. Use it to attach 

For the right arm, you’ll need the end tail to be in GR so the 

color is used to sew to the arm to the hand (the tattoo con-

tinues onto the back of her hand). 

Sew the arms to the shoulders of the torso. 

Arm (make 2) 

Torso and arms on the finished Ellie 
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2nd Thigh row 1 6 in DG, magic circle with 6sc 

row 2 12 inc 6 

row 3 18 (sc 3, inc 3) x 2 

row 4 24 (sc 3, (sc and inc) x 3) x 2 

row 5-9 24 sc 24 

Upper Legs 

row 10 12+ sc 3, ch 4 and then stretch over to the 

16th st. sc 9. 

row 11 12 dec, sc 5, (dec, sc 2) x 2 

row 12 12 sc 12 

row 13 10 sc 3, dec, sc 4, dec, sc 

row 14 8 sc 2, dec, sc 4, dec 

row 15 8 sc 8. Tie off with tail for sewing 

Now we’ll continue to one of the thighs. 

Cut a loose DG string about 6” long. Use a needle to 

weave the string in and out along the butt groove. Leave 

the ends  

start  ch 15 w/ long tail. Loop into a ring. 

row 1 15 sc 15 

row 2 12 dec, sc 5, (dec, sc 2) x 2 

row 3 12 sc 12 

row 4 10 sc 3, dec, sc 4, dec, sc 

row 5 8 sc 2, dec, sc 4, dec 

row 6 8 sc 8. Tie off with tail for sewing. 

Sew to the previous piece and stuff.  Pull the “butt shap-

ing” string tight and tie the ends off to keep it in place. 

Use the tail from the end of the torso to sew the torso to 

the upper legs so that she’s in a sitting position with her 

legs pointing out in front of her. 
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Shoe (make 2) 

start 4 In OW ch 2, sc 4 into 1st ch 

row 1 8 inc 4. Switch to Grey (G). Tie off the off-

row 2-4 8 sc 8 

row 5 7 dec, dc 6. Stuff as you go. 

row 6-8 7 sc 7 

row 9 6 dec, sc 5. Tie off with tail. 

Lower Leg (make 2) 

start 4 in BL ch 2, sc 4 into the 1st ch 

row 2-4 4 sc 4 

row 5 4 sc 4, ch & flip 

row 6-7 2 sc 2, ch & flip 

row 8 2 attach WH. BL sc 2, ch WH & flip. Tie off BL 

row 9-16 2 WH sc 2, ch & flip 

  tie off w/ long tail for sewing. 

Ellie is wearing black high-top sneakers with a white rubber toe 

and sole and white laces. The pattern starts with BL in the 

round for the ankle, then changes to flat crochet across the top 

of the foot. 

The first row of white is the toe, and the white that comes after 

is the sole of the shoe. Fold the sole (all the white after the first 

row) under and whip stitch it to the heel and then continue all 

the way around. 

After the sole is secure, push the needle up through the top of 

the foot and use the white yarn to create the laces. Tie off and 

weave in the end. 

Use the tail from the end of the lower leg to sew the shoe to 

the leg. 

When the lower legs are complete, sew them to the upper legs 

using the tails from the end of the thighs. 
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start  ch 28, ch 2 extra & flip work 

row 1 28 (hdc 3, sc, slst 6, sc, hdc 3) x 2, ch & flip 

row 2-11 28 sc 28 

Shirt Torso 

Light Blue, in front loop only for the whole thing, which will 

make a slightly thinner fabric. This is flat, rectangular crochet, 

so after each line, you’ll flip to crochet on the reverse side. 

To accommodate the arm holes, we’re continuing up just on 

one side of the front of the shirt. 

row 12 6 sc 6, ch 2 & flip 

row 13 5 sc 5 starting in 2nd st. ch & flip 

row 14 5 sc 4, slst, ch & flip 

row 15 4 sc 4, ch 2 & flip 

row 16 3 sc 3 starting in 2nd st, ch & flip 

row 17 4 inc, sc, slst, ch & flip 

row 18 3 sc 3 starting in 2nd st, ch & flip 

row 19 4 sc 2, inc, ch & flip 

row 20 5 inc, sc 2, slst, ch 2 & flip 

row 21 4 sc 4 starting in 2nd st. Tie off. 

Now we do the other side of the front of the shirt (see photo 

below. Attach and start at the 6th stitch from the end. 

row 12 6 sc 6, ch & flip 

row 13 5 sc 5, ch 2 & flip 

row 14 4 sc 4 starting in 2nd st, ch & flip 

row 15 4 sc 4, ch & flip 

row 16 3 sc 3, ch & flip 

row 17 4 sc 2, inc, ch & flip 

row 18 4 sc 4, ch & flip 

row 19 5 inc, sc 2, slst, ch & flip 

row 20 4 sc 2 starting in 2nd st, inc, ch & flip 

row 21 4 sc 4 
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start  ch 14 w/ long tail. loop around to form ring 

row 1 14 sc 14 

row 2 13 dec, sc 12 

row 3 12 dec, sc 11 

row 4 11 sc 11, slst, tie off and sew in tail. 

Shirt Sleeves (make 2) 

In Light Blue and rear loops only. 

start  ch 10 

row 1 8 sc 8, hdc, tie off with a tail for sewing 

Collar (make 2) 

The place the yarn ends at will be the beginning of the fold of 

the collar. On a real shirt it would be where the first button or 

button hole would be. 

Whip stitch both and then sew together in the back where they 

meet. 

When it’s assembled (pic at left), use an iron on low heat to 

press the shirt’s fabric to be as thin as possible. As a precau-

tion, keep a buffer fabric, like a cotton cloth, between your work 

and the iron so you don’t burn or melt Ellie’s shirt. 

Continued from previous page. We bring the two sides togeth-

er here. Roll the work around Ellie’s torso and flip the sides 

over the shoulders. (see pic below) 

row 22 8 sc 4, ch 2 and bridge gap to other side. sc 4, 

ch & flip 

row 23 10 sc 10, ch & flip 

row 24 12 inc, sc 8, inc, ch & flip 

row 25 14 inc, sc 10, inc, ch & flip 

row 26 16 inc, sc 12, inc, tie off with long tail 

The rows should now reach all the way to the middle of the 

back to meet the lower part of the shirt. Use the long tail to sew 

the gap together. You should now have what looks like a blue 

vest (pic at above right). 

Sew the sleeves onto the shirt at the armholes (pic below). 
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row 1 6 in OW, magic circle with 6 sc 

row 2 12 inc 6 

row 3 18 (sc, inc) x 6 

row 4 20 (sc 8, inc) x 2 

row 5 20 (sc 3, dec, sc 4, inc) x 2 

row 6 20 (sc 3, dec, sc 4, inc) x 2 

row 7 20 sc 20 

row 8 18 sc 13, dec 2, sc 3 

row 9 15 sc 4, dec 3 

row 10 11 sc, dec, sc 4, dec, (sc, dec) x 2 

row 11 6 dec 6, tie off and tuck in ends. 

Head 

The hair cap is what all the hair will be attached to. Using the 

size F crochet hook, you start just like the head and then tran-

sition from crochet in the round to flat crochet at the finish. 

row 1 6 in OW, magic circle with 6 sc 

row 2 12 inc 6 

row 3 18 (sc, inc) x 6 

row 4 20 (sc 8, inc) x 2 

row 5 20 (sc 3, dec, sc 4, inc) x 2 

row 6 9 sc 9, ch & flip work 

row 7 7 sc 7 starting in 2nd st, ch & flip 

row 8 5 sc 5 starting in 2nd st, tie off w/ long tail 

Hair cap 

With the end tail, sew the cap to the head, with the intention of 

the cap being slightly smaller than the eventual hairline. 

Like with the torso, in order to get a more lifelike head, it takes 

a little massaging and shaping by hand after complete. I also 

did a little bit of needle sculpting, though I’m not sure how 

much of a difference it made. 

I would wait to sew the head to the rest of the body until you’re 

done - the head by itself is easier to work with. 

Once the hair cap and the ears are in place, it’s time to use the 

brown embroidery floss. I used two techniques for creating the hair: 

embroidery and knotted strands. 

To get the partial pony tail and 

nape hair, I used knotted strands, 

as you can see on the right: 

First, create a bunch of 5 inch long 

lengths of embroidery floss. To do 

this quickly, cut an index card to 

be 2.5 inches across, and then 

wrap the floss around it maybe 20 

times. Then use scissors to cut 

straight across the wound strands. 

Now you should have 20 strands, 

5 inches each. As shown in the pic 

below, use your D size crochet hook to poke through the hair cap. 

Hook one of the strands at the center and pull through a loop. Now 

“yarn over” and pull the ends of the strand all the way through the 

loop you made. One done! Now you have two strands of hair se-

cured to the cap. 

Start this at the nape of the neck and work forwards all the way to 

the top of the head.  

Hair 

Not much to these! 

start  in OW, ch 2 

row 1 1 sc, tie off w/ tail for sewing 

Ear (make 2) 

Sew the ears to the side of the head. To get the right placement, 

search online for “woman head side”. The tops of the ears tend to 

align with the top of the eyes, which are just slightly higher than the 

middle of the face. 
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Ellie’s hair is cut so that if she had it down, it would all end about 3 inches (in real-world 

scale) above her shoulders. She parts it on left side, but the part only continues about 2 

inches from the front of her hairline. Ellie loosely sweeps her hair back and gathers all the 

top hair into a pony tail, with the tail doubled back on itself like a samurai topknot. 

I used embroidery to do the hair part and the front and 

sides of her hair, including the strands that dangle 

down in front of her ears. Embroidery is great for creat-

ing neat, taut hair and ensuring scalp coverage.  

To make things easier on yourself, tie back all the knot-

ted strands into a temporary pony tail and work from 

the front with embroidery, defining the hairline and 

covering the hair cap. Blend into to the knotted strands, 

obscuring the knots and helping to fill in the gaps be-

tween them. I used tied off ends from the embroidery 

as the loose strands hanging down over the left side of 

her face. Continue the embroidery along the hairline past her ears all the way to the nape. 

When you’re done, remove the temporary pony tail and use a wide-toothed comb to brush 

all the loose hair downward. Use scissors to give her a haircut and the tie up the upper 

hair into a ponytail with some black embroidery floss and then tie the ends down through 

the head to secure in place. 

You may have noticed Ellie has a lot of blood on her. It’s probably safe to say most of it is not her own, but she does have a diagonal gash on 

her forehead, which I created with red embroidery floss. Then I made a vertical stitch on the left side of her face to make the drip from the gash. 

I tried several tests to use embroidery to create more details on the face, like eyebrows, eyes, mouth, etc. but I was never able to get something 

that felt right. Generally it looked kind of goofy and in the end I decided a blank face (aside from blood) felt the most appropriate. 

Now the head is finished, so sew it to the 

body using the tail left from the start of the 

neck. 

For the rest of the blood, I used a red perma-

nent marker. Before starting on that, you 

may want to make a small test swatch to see 

how the marker works on your yarn. This is 

definitely a stressful step because you’re 

marking up your finished work, but you know, 

the blood stains are pretty much all over so 

don’t worry too much if you put a little extra 

here and there. 

Almost all the blood is on the front of her 

body (splatter off her enemies?) except for a 

large spot on her left below the back of her 

arm (maybe where she wiped a hand?) On 

her legs and feet, it’s mostly on her right 

side. In the pics to the left (that I cranked up 

the saturation to make blood more visible), 

you can see all of the blood spots on her 

model. 

Blood! 

Yay! You’ve finished Ellie! Now on to 

her guitar. 
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row 1 6 in OR, magic circle with 6 sc, attach BRN 

row 2 12 inc 6 in OR. BRN every 4th st. 

row 3 18 (sc, inc) x 6 in OR. BRN every 3rd st. 

row 4 24 (sc 2, inc) x 6 in OR, BRN every other st. 

Tie off OR. 

row 5 30 sc 3, inc 4, sc 8, inc 4, sc 3. Tie off w/ tail 

Guitar Body 

Sew the black disc (the hole) behind the ring of stitches, mak-

ing sure you have the guitar cut-away on the correct side 

(where her hand goes if she were playing really high up on the 

fretboard). 

Guitar Sunburst (make 2) 

row 1 6 BRN magic circle with 6 sc 

row 2 12 inc x 6 

row 3 9 sc, inc 3, sc 2, ch & flip. Mark this spot with 

a stitch marker. 

row 4 8 starting in 2nd st, sc, inc x2, sc 2, slst, ch & 

flip 

row 5 7 starting in 2nd st, sc 3, inc, sc, slst & tie off 

? 3 starting at the stitch marker, sc 2, slst, ch & 

? 1 sc 1, tie off. Weave end in to help define the 

cut-in 

Guitar Sound Hole back (so, no hole) 

start  in BRN, ch 12, circle into a loop. 

row 2 12 sc 12 

row 3 9 sc, inc 3, sc 2, ch & flip. Mark this spot with 

a stitch marker. 

row 4 8 starting in 2nd st, sc, inc x2, sc 2, slst, ch & 

flip 

row 5 7 starting in 2nd st, sc 3, inc, sc, slst & tie off 

? 3 starting at the stitch marker, sc 2, slst, ch & 

? 1 sc 1, tie off. Weave end in to help define the 

cut-in 

Guitar Sound Hole front (with hole) 

row 1 6 BL magic circle with 6 sc 

row 2 12 inc x 6, tie off. 

The shape of the face of the guitar is made of two pieces: the 

sound hole area and the bottom sunburst. 

I wasn’t super happy with the result of the sunburst. I guess it’s 

hard to get a nice gradient with just two colors. Maybe more 

would work better. In the pic on the right, you can see my first 

one ended up a lot more star-like. The one on the left is what 

this pattern should look like. 

Guitar Bridge 

start  in BL, ch 4 & flip 

1 3 sc 3, tie off w/ tail for sewing 

Sew the bridge to the front of the body as shown in pic. 

start  in BRN, with long tail, ch 2 + 1 extra & flip 

row 1-3  sc 2, ch & flip 

  tie off & weave in the end. 

Guitar Head 
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Guitar Neck & Fretboard 

Original Pattern by 

Em Schatz 

Lead Game Designer, 

Naughty Dog 

@thegreatbluebit 

© 2016 Emilia Schatz 

All rights reserved 

start  with long tail, ch 14 & flip 

row 1 13 sc 13. Tie off with tail for sewing 

start  with long tail, ch 2 

row 1-16 1 sc, ch & flip 

The fretboard and the neck are both made the same way. One 

is in BRN, the other in BL. This is the pattern I used: 

Sandwich the fretboard and neck together, with the more 

curved side of the BRN facing down and the more flat side of 

the BL up. The tails from each piece should be on opposite 

ends. Sew together with the tail from the BRN one for about 10 

stitches. 

Then use the tail from the BLK piece to sew the fretboard to 

the top face of the guitar body, starting at the sound hole. In-

sert the bamboo skewer (cut off pointy ends) from the body 

down through the center of the neck. 

But the pieces curved a lot. I decided to move forward anyway, 

hoping once sewn together they’d cancel out the curve. It 

worked okay. If I were to try again, I might use this pattern 

instead (but I haven’t tested it): 

Guitar Body Sides 

start  in BRN, ch 2 & flip 

row 1-50? 1 sc, ch & flip 

The sides of the body are something you’ll have to adjust for 

as you go.  Cut a long length of BRN yarn and sew the sides to 

the front face of the body of the guitar as you go. That way you 

can adjust the overall row count to fit the body of your guitar. 

I believe I ended up with around 50 rows in the end. At some 

point you’ll sew over the bamboo skewer. 

When the front face is done, sew the back face on as well. It 

should be looking similar to the pic on the upper right of this 

page. Before it’s completely closed, add some stuffing (don’t 

pack tightly) to help it keep its shape. 

Tuners 

I used GR yarn to make the tuners. They’re simple (diagram 

below), use a needle to go in the side of the guitar head, then 

up, back down to the bottom, and then tie that with a square 

knot (as tight as you can get it), and cut of the ends close to 

the knot.  

Finishing the Guitar 

The overall shape of the guitar is done. Now for the final details. I made 

the frets and the strings with three-strand embroidery floss. I used white 

for the frets, feeding simple loops through the middle of the fretboard 

and tying square knots off. Consult a diagram of a real guitar for spac-

ing. 

The strings are grey. Tie your starting end to a tuner, feed it through the 

nut (the place where the fretboard meets the head) and down through 

the bridge. Then take it back up through the bridge, the nut again, and 

then tie the end to a different tuner. Repeat 2 more times for a total of 6 

strings. 

All done! 

Title page photos by Iki Ikram 


